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Life holds many challenges for
us. In order to make the most of
our opportunities and to achieve
our goals, it is important that we
are always opened to enjoy the
finer things in life, which give
us strength and time to think
creatively: the enjoyment of life
is a revitalising source of energy.

Your host, Iris Porsche

„

Happiness is a brief enjoyment,
followed by a long-lasting
memory.“
Karel Boullart

Only those who know how to enjoy themselves, can

The Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant is the perfect

achieve great things. This old saying still holds true

starting point for a wide range of activities. You

today. So treat yourself to your own moments of

will also find that the most distinguished cultural

escape, let go and gain inner peace in order to bring a

festivals, throughout the region, take place here.

breath of fresh air into your professional and private

Discover the unlimited number of sport activities

daily life. The Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant offers

here at any time of the year – from our magnificent

you luxurious hotel comfort in one of the most

mountains to activities, both on and around Mondsee

wonderful natural landscapes in Europe and

lake and even numerous high class golfing facilities.

is only 20-minute drive away from the festival city
of Salzburg. Local delicacies in our 2 „Toques“

Regardless of what you are looking forward to,

award winning restaurant, relaxing spa and beauty

a journey.

the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant is always worth

treatments at our in-house Beauty & Day Spa,
perfectly complement your individual pampering

My team and I are looking forward to welcoming

and indulgence programme.

you to Mondsee very soon.
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My
Hideaway
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Hospitality on its highest level. The young team of the Iris Porsche
Hotel & Restaurant works towards this motto every day. The soul of
our hotel and restaurant is the committed staff. Internationally highlytrained, with their roots in the region, they are ready for you and your
requests. Be open for memorable moments and a little bit extra, whilst
on your holiday. If you are happy and leave the Iris Porsche Hotel &
Restaurant with a smile, then we have done everything right.

At our hotel and restaurant you can expect something SPECIAL, UNEXPECTED, EXCLUSIVE and

details and present them to you when you are
„
least expecting it - the unexpected“. Have we

EXCEPTIONAL. Your extra bit of well-being,

created a heaven of well-being for you at the Iris

enjoyment and relaxation is what makes a stay at

Porsche Hotel & Restaurant? The highest comfort

the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant so unforgettable,
with its young team, a lot of experience and always

combined with attractive design and high quality
„
materials - the exclusive“. Your eyes will also relax

keeping an eye out for the needs of our guests.

in the wellness and spa area, where shimmering
crystals and light colours enchant your senses. In

Welcomed with a smile, you can drop everything

all the rooms of the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant

and know that you will be well-looked after. Our

we are 100% focused on quality. Check-in to one

staff will know what you want without having to ask „
the special“. You will love the attention to little

of our fourteen rooms and you will immediately

things, which in the end, add up to something very
special. We know all about the small attention to

realize: space creates well-being, a lot of space is
„
a luxury - the exceptional“.
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My Central Point
in Mondseeland
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My
Time Off
Pure relaxation
Enjoy, dream, let go and feel really good – step into
the Beauty & Day SPA at the Iris Porsche Hotel &
Restaurant. You have had a long journey and are
tired from the drive. Before you get down to work
and business the next day, you have earned some
world of relaxation, enjoyment and well-being or

#mondseehideaway
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time out. Out of the seminar room and into the
have you been active and experienced a lot out
and about in the region today? Now is the time for
relaxation and recuperation. Our spa area bewitches
the senses, like a foreign world of relaxation and
well-being. In two saunas, a steam room, a Rasul
bath and an infrared cabin, you have the possibilities
to simply leave everyday life behind you.

”I make my day“
Put your own day together. Experience relaxation
and enjoyment and take your well-being into your
own hands. The finest materials and real crystals
from Swarovski ensure exclusivity, a rich selection
of treatments and applications, to take care of your
well-being. With our diverse spa offers, packages
and treatments you can put together your own individual spa programme and experience a special day
in perfect harmony between body and soul. With
„
our self-applied treatment packages“, you have the
possibility to put together your very own well-being
programme. Even if you are not one of our hotel
guests, you are welcome to come and enjoy our Iris
Porsche Beauty and Day SPA.
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Sports and
activities

Private
bathing area

Either with golf clubs, on the bike, behind the wheel,

Come in, get away from the hustle and bustle of

on skis or in hiking boots - the Salzkammergut and

the shore promenade, and enjoy your own private

the lake regions of Mondseeland offer a wide range

bathing area. Secluded, idyllic and intransigent

of sports and activities during your stay. After a

from outside, our bathing area offers a certain

rich breakfast, you can start your day and immerse

exclusive and stylish something, which you, as

yourself in the beautiful countryside of our region.

our guest, wish for. After only 5-minute drive or a

Only when it is evening and a wonderful meal awaits

short cycle you will arrive at our private gem at

you at the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant, you do

the shore of the lake.

come back and look forward to a few relaxing hours
at the hotel. You will have a lot to talk about!

Attractions
They are a key part of every holiday and on no
account should they not be. By going on excursions
and trips to surrounding sights, only then the
holiday region of your choice does become really
tangible. When an excursion is a part of the holiday
programme, then it must be well-planned and one
must have all the required information to hand. The
diversity in Mondseeland, in Salzkammergut and in
Salzburger Land is vast and the Iris Porsche Hotel &
Restaurant is a great departure point for various
trips to cool locations and top sights. If we can be
at any assistance in the planning of your holiday
and various excursions, then please contact us
straight away.
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My Adventure
in Mondseeland
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My
Best Day
Joyful anticipation, loving glances, a great atmosphere, a happy wedding party – that is how one
imagines the best day of one‘s life. With us, you
„
really experience a real dream wedding à la carte“.
The romantic location of Mondsee is a real insider
tip for bridal couples. The great basilica of Saint
Michael is more than a worthy setting for a church
at the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant make your
wedding day perfect. The restaurant with its sun
terrace, in the best location in the town square in
Mondsee, only a few steps away from the church
and the registry office, is the ideal setting for small
and exclusive wedding celebrations.

Your central point for
every occasion
Best quality and stunning ambiance round off
everything we have to offer. Whether company or
wedding celebrations, christenings, anniversaries or
very personal celebrations, such as wedding days,
birthdays or wedding anniversaries, they deserve to
be celebrated in the perfect setting. This awaits you at
the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant. Celebrate your
special events or start your joint future here with
us. Do you have certain ideas for your celebration?
Our team will be happy to help you to plan your
special day. We guarantee highly qualified support
for the preparation of each and every occasion. The
commitment of our staff, in turning your wishes into
reality, will impress you. Wedding parties find their
own individuality here, which are unforgettable.
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wedding. A wedding celebration and wedding night
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My Taste
Spend a wonderfully enjoyable, romantic and culinary evening at the
Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant.

Only the best of what goes through the hands of our

your well-being, are all our motivation. The passion

committed and experienced chefs, is then served

for the best job in the world is our driving force.

either at our restaurant or in Sixty7 - Food & Drinks
or on the terrace. We are experts in all gastronomic
things, visioners of flavour, pioneers in local production

Think global - act regional“

Hotel & Restaurant, we combine local production

This is our philosophy at the Iris Porsche Hotel &

with exquisite international products and get the

Restaurant. Our kitchen team is well-travelled and

best out of them, just as we like to get the best out

has gained a lot of international experience and

of ourselves. Fresh fish from lake Mondsee, meat,

think globally. In our work, we are local and place

vegetables, fruit from the farmers in the surrounding

emphasis on culinary specialities from our Mond-

area, the finest schnapps and liqueurs from Salzkam-

seeland. Well-travelled and equipped with know-

mergut – the good things are so close to hand and

how from the whole world: from award-winning

we give them the sophisticated finish. Either enjoy

restaurants to cruise ships - the young and dynamic

an evening in front of an open fire in our gourmet
restaurant or in the outdoor dining area, right in the

team of the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant comes
„
from further afield“, from the world of international

center of Mondsee.

high-end gastronomy. Here in Mondseeland, we
are trying to bring everything together, in order to

The people are the focus

bring our vision and philosophy of the real Salzburg
hospitality and international high-end gastronomy
all under one roof. Stefan Friedl and Philipp Dobler

Humanity, motivation and joy at work are the keys

have shaped our team. The team, which will impress

to success. A smile on your face, impressed looks,

you - every day, from morning until evening.

when the taste surpasses your expectations and

Efforts are rewarded!
Our newcomers, our kitchen duo Stefan Friedl and Philipp Dobler, have been awarded with 16 points and two toques
from Gaullt Millau. Motivation, enjoyment at work, innovation and uncompromising quality are precisely the keys to
their success. Visit us and taste our award winning cuisine and let yourself be really spoilt by our young, motivated
service team.
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and down to earth enjoyment. At the Iris Porsche

„
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My Start into the day
Breakfast
An extensive breakfast is waiting to be enjoyed by
you and your loved ones at the Iris Porsche Hotel &
Restaurant. Our rich breakfast buffet will impress
you with its large selection of hams and cheese
specialities, all produced locally, vegetable sticks,
soft cheese, various mueslis, freshly squeezed
also be happy to serve you, freshly prepared dishes

#mondseehideaway
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juices, homemade jams and much more. We will
à la minute, such as scrambled eggs with ham, roast
beef with wasabi mayonnaise or pancakes with
maple syrup. The exclusive service is the ”icing on
the cake” at the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant.

Sunday Brunch
October – May

The whole day is free. Nothing to do, no appointments, no duties. Sounds like a weekend and you
have some time to enjoy, relax and to simply go with
the flow. Time for a Sunday brunch. So that you can
really enjoy the best of the Iris Porsche Hotel &
Restaurant breakfast menu, you should really take
your time. Stress and hecticness are out of place
here. Instead peace, calm, and in the knowledge
that only the best is coming out of the kitchen,
garden and region onto your plate.
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My Sixty 7
“Food & Drinks“
“Wake me up“
As life begins to stir in the morning, in the centre of

Drinks, meals and
lifestyle

in the midst of – having breakfast at Sixty7 - Food &

The place to meet, to exchange news, to start a night

Drinks at the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant. Put

out or the place to enjoy a cocktail after a pleasant

together your own personal breakfast. Classic

meal. Sixty7 - Food & Drinks is part of our estab-

Viennese, energising and healthy, local from Mond-

lishment and oozes sophisticated flair and a hint of

seeland or with girlfriends for ladies breakfast. Only

nightlife. Young people starting a night out encounter

the best is served to the table from our breakfast

hotel guests and visitors, indulging in some holiday

menu. Those who have a sweet tooth, will find just

time. The Sixty7 - Food & Drinks is the meeting point

what they like on our breakfast menu and can spend

in the region, when it is about pure enjoyment in

many enjoyable hours in the morning. You choose,

a modern, elegant bar-bistro atmosphere. It is very

the all-in service that fulfils every wish and serves

inviting and it is very easy to spend a relaxed time in

everything that makes a great breakfast.

good company here.

Coffee, cocktails and
cuisine
This is the Sixty7 - Food & Drinks motto. The first
port of call for the young crowd in Mondseeland
offers a relaxed and easy-going atmosphere. From
8 am until midnight, you can experience many
relaxing hours, cool music and extra tasty highlights. In the morning, we serve breakfast from
our breakfast menu at Sixty7 - Food & Drinks. In
the afternoon you can relax with a coffee and a
piece of cake before you wind down the day with
a nice glass of wine or a cocktail, whilst enjoying
some culinary highlights. Every time of the day is
the perfect time to go to Sixty7 - Food & Drinks.
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the small town of Mondsee, which you will be right
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My
Workplace
On a business trip
Tight timetables, a lot of traffic, traffic jams, work
In one word: working on the go. Business travellers
„
need getaways and hideaways“, where one can refuel,
withdraw, think in peace and quiet, and make good
decisions. Business travellers hold our hotel in high
regard, due to the advantageous location, fantastic
transport connections and the countless opportunities
to rest and recharge the batteries. Once you have
arrived in Mondsee, there are many opportunities, to
get a bit of distance from work and business life. You
can safely park your car in the hotel car park, whilst

Seminars and
events

you make use of the Beauty & Day SPA, free of charge.

Learning, working, attending meetings, listening to

In the sauna, steam room, Rasul bath and infrared
„
cabin you can refuel for the upcoming tough“

lectures, meeting one another should preferably

meetings and long negotiations.

room for new ideas and inspiration; in a place that

happen in a region that frees the spirit and provides
inspires innovation and spontaneity. With attention
to detail, innovative technology and a wonderful light
seminar room, the Iris Porsche Hotel & Restaurant
creates the perfect setting for work and all kinds of
thinking. Take a deep breath on our terrace in front
of the seminar room and enjoy our exclusive service,
which we use to make every occasion special, such
as meetings, workshops, presentations, conferences,
kick off’s, lectures, etc. Our 60 square meters seminar room with the latest technology, ample space
and free WIFI, means that you can concentrate
100% on your presentation or lecture; focus on your
work and stay concentrated. Our hotel, the area of
Mondsee and the region offer numerous possibilities
to make your event or your conference a very
memorable and special event.
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packed in your luggage, meetings and negotiations.
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